
Sweet XO - A New Type of Candy Store 

By Michelle Deyski 

 

Sweet XO is a store that has mixed toys, candy, snacks, clothing, and frozen 

yogurt all into one location. Many teens and families go to Sweet XO, especially after 

school. The store is the new popular place to hang out with friends. 

Sweet XO is located at 5825 Kanan Road in Agoura Hills. Its hours are 11:00 

a.m. to 10:00p.m. from Sunday to Thursday; 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Friday; and 

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Saturdays. 

Personally, I believe that Sweet XO is a great place for families with young 

children, and for friends just hanging out. Sweet XO has a self-serve frozen yogurt bar 

with many different toppings that range from candies and  nuts to homemade whipped 

cream. 

The frozen yogurt at Sweet XO is what makes the store unique. With offerings of 

classic yogurts to a large selection of gluten free, vegan, and low calorie yogurt, the 

frozen yogurt bar is perfect for everyone. Sweet XO even offers a creative way to allow 

young children to have fun and eat a delicious dessert, which could also work for adults. 

You would first get a hot brownie or cookie from the bakery counter and then put some 

yummy yogurt on it with any toppings that you wish. Doesn’t that sound delicious? 

Frozen yogurt isn’t the only thing that Sweet XO offers. You could find 

fashionable clothing, toys, candy, and snacks at the store. When you first walk into the 

store, you could see bins of candy and racks piled with different types of clothes. 
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Sweet XO is a great place for everyone and is especially popular to children and 

teens at the schools nearby and even adults. If you’re in the mood for some candy and 

frozen yogurt, be sure to go to Sweet XO. 
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